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Abstract: The internet of things (IoT) is one of the most disrupting revolutions that is characterizing
the technology ecosystem. In the near future, the IoT will have a significant impact on people’s lives
and on the design and developments of new paradigms and architectures coping with a completely
new set of challenges and service categories. The IoT can be described as an ecosystem where
a massive number of constrained devices (denoted as smart objects) will be deployed and connected
to cooperate for multiple purposes, such a data collection, actuation, and interaction with people.
In order to meet the specific requirements, IoT services may be deployed leveraging a hybrid
architecture that will involve services deployed on the edge and the cloud. In this context, one of
the challenges is to create an infrastructure of objects and microservices operating between both the
edge and in the cloud that can be easily updated and extended with new features and functionalities
without the need of updating or re-deploying smart objects. This work introduces a new concept
for extending smart objects’ support for cloud services, denoted as a sidecar object. A sidecar
object serves the purpose of being deployed as additional component of a preexisting object without
interfering with the mechanisms and behaviors that have already been implemented. In particular,
the sidecar object implementation developed in this work focuses on the communication with existing
IoT cloud services (namely, AWS IoT and Google Cloud IoT) to provide a transparent and seamless
synchronization of data, states, and commands between the object on the edge and the cloud. The
proposed sidecar object implementation has been extensively evaluated through a detailed set of
tests, in order to analyze the performances and behaviors in real- world scenarios.
Keywords: internet of things; edge computing; cloud computing; sidecar pattern
1. Introduction
Among the multitude of emerging trends in the IT industry, the internet of things (IoT) is one
of the most important and certainly one that promises to have a significant impact on people’s lives.
The design and developments of new paradigms and architectures coping with this completely new
set of challenges is imperative. The technological progress and the imprinting of research over the
last few decades has made it possible to develop devices that meet the strict requirements imposed
by the internet of things evolution (where size, energy consumption, and costs are key), making
them increasingly smaller yet powerful. Along with the evolution of hardware, new communication
protocols, software stacks, and services have been designed, in order to allow an ever-increasing
number of devices to communicate with each other in an immediate and efficient way. This evolution,
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which took place in an extremely short timespan, poses the problem of integrating the existing objects
and infrastructures with new paradigms and implementations: as it is easy to guess, this problem is
not trivial and requires to be handled in a completely separate way.
New IoT architectures and the associated design thinking is quickly evolving and moving to
the full exploitation of the computation, memory, sensing, and actuation resources. Furthermore,
researchers are trying to face and overcome the problems associated heterogeneity of IoT applications
and systems. In this context, device virtualization solutions and platforms may definitely play
a key role in enabling the desired tradeoff between flexibility and performance. At the same
time, fundamental properties, such as fault tolerance and system availability, can be achieved by
splitting the application logic across different layers and decomposing complex business logics into
microservices [1,2]. The objective is to create a more scalable and natively redundant solutions,
with a minimal impact on the single-device performance, but with high potential in the whole system.
With microservices-oriented architectures, the operative functionalities are broken down into small,
modular, independently deployable and loosely-coupled microelements. This reduces the integration
and evolution complexity faced with traditional monolithic architecture, and increases the dynamic
and opportunistic deployment of new application and services according to new requirements and
needs of the system itself.
The approach presented in this paper follows this new technological trend by introducing an
innovative and scalable methodology to extend smart objects functionalities without modifying the
original device/object. This result is feasible through the design and deployment of one or multiple
IoT sidecar objects. In the context of microservices oriented IoT applications this solution will allow to
easily introduce new IoT behaviors and services making existing smart objects capable of increasing
their capabilities, without requiring any direct changes to their original implementation.
The sidecar pattern is a widely established architectural paradigm for several applications.
However, its adoption in IoT application (in particular if designed following the edge computing
vision [3]) is a new concept that may be convenient to achieve faster and efficient evolution of systems.
The IoT sidecar object paradigm is a novel definition to let existing smart objects enhance and extend
their behavior by providing them a sidecar. A sidecar is a separate piece of software dedicated to
handling specific issues, which are not directly related to the smart object and should be managed
outside the object’s scope, according to the principle of separation of concerns. It is deployed as
additional component of a pre-existing smart object without interfering with the mechanisms and
behaviors already implemented.
The use case detailed in this paper concerns to the extension of a smart object’s behavior for the
seamless integration with cloud services, such as AWS IoT and Google Cloud IoT. This paper covers
all the details related to its design and implementation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present an overview of related
works on sidecar pattern and smart object integration is provided. Section 3 provides a detailed
description of the proposed architecture. Section 4 presents an extensive set of experimental results
from the implemented testbed. Finally, in Section 5, we draw our conclusions.
2. Related Work
Over the last few years, the IoT has become an extremely hyped research area. A vast community
of makers and developers started working both on personal and business projects, ranging from
hardware prototyping (e.g., based on Arduino and Rapsberry Pi among others) to connected home
automation, such as connected lights, smart plugs, domotic systems for smart homes, to smart
building management systems. This huge momentum in the evolution of the IoT represents a great
opportunity from a business perspective: of course, all of these systems require software for managing,
monitoring, and controlling connected devices, as well as for serving a presentation layer for the end
user. The simplest way to develop and deploy such systems is, of course, to leverage the cloud, as it
represents an always-available and globally-reachable backend infrastructure that offers a number
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of advantages for scalable distributed systems. Originally, IoT product manufacturers followed
a do-it-yourself (DIY) approach and developed their own cloud-based management platforms to
control their devices. However, this approach proved to be ineffective as the costs and efforts for
building and managing these platforms was too high. Researchers [4,5] started moving IoT application
logics and services to the cloud, and at the same time several cloud players have therefore developed
new products and services to solve this issue and provide managed IoT platforms that IoT product
and software developers could leverage. This is the case of Amazon’a AWS IoT Core [6], Google’s
GCP Cloud IoT [7] or Microsoft Azure [8], which are designed to connect devices to the cloud in an
easy and secure way. The advantages of using these services are mainly related to: (i) support for
scalability; (ii) a managed platform that relieves developers from maintaining and monitoring tasks;
(iii) native intergration with other services, such as messaging platforms and serverless execution.
From an architecture point of view, cloud IoT platforms are designed around the following principles:
• communication between devices and the cloud occurs using pub/sub communication protocols
(typically Message Queuing Telemetry Transport—MQTT [9]);
• devices send telemetry and receive control messages using the pub/sub interface;
• devices embed a vendor-provided software development kit (SDK), which takes care of wrapping
the platform’s functions, such as authentication and messaging, in a developer-friendly set of
programming interfaces;
• security is implemented using a public key infrastracture where devices use a client certificate
generated by the cloud platform to authenticate against the platform’s services; policies can be
associated with certificates to determine the access permissions to resources;
• the state of each device is mirrored on the cloud using a “digital twin”, which can be accessed
using a HTTP-based interfaces [10] by external client applications;
• the cloud platform provides management Application Program Interfaces (APIs) for on-boarding
and management of devices.
Typically, in order to let an existing smart object connect to the cloud platform, the developer must
embed the SDK into the object’s software stack, create the device’s certificate, provide the certificate into
the object, and then use the SDK’s programming interfaces to send and receive messages. Of course,
while these operations may be trivial in most cases, it is not always possible to operate directly on the
smart object and change its implementation to embed an SDK. This represent a huge limitation from
a development point of view and at the same time also a design restriction because since from the
beginning the device should be deployed to support one or more target cloud services. We believe that
this approach can be overtaken with the presented work, in particular for application scenarios where
the business and the application logics can be distributed among multiple microservices and nodes.
An example of an alternative approach is provided in [11], where the authors propose
a standard-based cloud IoT platform, leveraging the Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) [12]
and MQTT [9]. The work is based on the concept of IoT hub, which is a node places at the border of
a constrained network, implementing the functions of service discovery; border router; HTTP/CoAP
and CoAP/CoAP proxy; cache; and resource directory. The paper extends the availability of IoT Hubs
by creating replicas in the cloud in order to mirror all of its functions and let applications residing
outside the constrained network to access the resources managed by the IoT Hub.
The cloud of things (CoT) refers to the interaction between IoT and the cloud [13]. In [14],
an architecture for integrating cloud/IoT is proposed, based on a network element, denoted as “Smart
Gateway”, which is intended to act as intermediary between heterogeneous networks and the cloud.
In this dynamic context an additional and fundamental element is represented by the edge/fog
computing [3] vision. It brings a new approach to internet access networks by making computation,
storage, and networking resources available at the edge of access networks. This improves the
performance, by minimizing latency and availability, since resources are accessible even if internet
access is not available [15]. Fog-based solutions aim at introducing an intermediate architectural
layer where resources and applications are made available in the proximity of end devices, thus
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avoiding continuous access to the cloud. Edge-based access networks are based on the presence of
highly specialized nodes, denoted as Fog Nodes, able to run distributed applications at the edge of the
network. Local resources are kept synchronized by multiple clones of the same machine, thus achieving
a high level of reliability and load balancing. Smart management of the activation/deactivation of
replicas and choice of the most appropriate fog node to run the clone allows to optimize the usage
of CPU and memory available on the infrastructure, according to the specific real-time resources
requirements by running applications. Major cloud IoT platforms have embraced the edge computing
paradigm and introduced their very own solutions (e.g., AWS Greengrass [16] and Google Cloud
IoT Edge [17]) to extend the reach of services that were targeting cloud-only deployments also to
scenarios where strict requirements, such as low-latency and unstable connection conditions, require
computation resources to be close to the smart objects. In order to support this approach, connected
objects still have to embed a dedicated SDK, thus resulting in the same complexity that was highlighted
above for the integration with cloud platforms.
Furthermore, lightweight virtualization approaches are growing faster and represent a new
technological enablers of a distributed virtualization infrastructure supporting heterogeneous internet
of things devices. In [2,18] authors investigated the opportunity to exploit nodes’ resources
through the use of docker containers. Container-based service application are independent from
a specific technology or programming language consequently provide the unique possibility to
develop once and deploy everywhere. In this context, container migration became also strategic
for the IoT researchers in order to provide strategic advantages, in terms of resource efficiency and
performance, over traditional hypervisor-based virtualization [19–21]. This approach enables the
creation of lightweight containerized applications suitable for IoT services where the application
logic is separated in different layers and the business login obtained through the cooperation of
multiple microservices [1,2]. This combination of edge computing together with microservices and
container-based solutions will represent the new technological asset for the internet of things. The next
generation of applications will be scalable, dynamic and interoperable by design allowing the creation
of a real cyber-physical world where everything can be discovered and interconnected.
On top of this new vision, the concept of physical object virtualization [22,23] is gaining a lot
of attention in order to separate the physical and the digital worlds through the creation of virtual
replicas of real objects or devices. For example, the authors of [24] propose the use virtual IoT devices
on the edge for local data processing, management of physical devices, and quick actuation. The cloud
is envisioned only as a way to access the edge infrastructure remotely but without the introduction of
gateway and/or objects replicas and the related synchronization procedures. With our work, we would
like to combine and extend this vision introducing the possibility for a smart object (real or virtual)
to evolve and add news features and functionalities without modifying its core or being aware of
that change.
This IoT evolution creates a context where IoT application’s components can be deployed into
a separate process/microservice, in order to preserve the isolation of the main application and comply
with the principle of separation of concerns. The sidecar pattern [25] has been introduced to augment
and improve an application’s container, without interfering with the application or affecting its
logic. A sidecar container adds functionality to an application container in simple, non-intrusive way.
Possible add-on functions that can be implemented using this pattern are (i) logging; (ii) monitoring;
(iii) health checks. The sidecar pattern is the basis for the deployment of a service mesh, such as
Istio [26]. In this work, we propose to adopt a similar concept to easily extend the functions of a smart
object in order to let it connect to a cloud IoT platform without requiring any change to its logic.
3. Architecture
In this section are discussed and explained in detail all the design choices made for the definition
of a sidecar object dedicated to the transparent and seamless synchronization of smart objects data,
states and commands with one or more cloud or remote services. As a general definition, a sidecar
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object is an entity that can be attached to one or more existing objects (real or virtual) with the purpose
of mirroring states and capabilities of that object(s) to one or more corresponding entities. From
a different perspective, it can also be seen as an extension of the existing object(s) (hence the name
sidecar) that provides as additional functionality the ability to interface seamlessly with other entities.
The choice to designing and use a sidecar object, in contrast with traditional approaches of integrating
new functionalities directly on the original entity, has several advantages such as:
• The original entity must not be necessarily aware of the presence of the sidecar object, as the
latter runs within its isolated environment and relies on the preexisting mechanisms provided
by the former: this allows to attach the sidecar object without influencing the mechanisms
already implemented;
• Potentially, more than one sidecar object could be attached to an existing entity, thanks to its
isolation properties, allowing the realization of modularized solutions;
• In case of errors or failures occurring inside the sidecar object, the main entity can prosecute its
tasks regularly and the overall system behavior will degrade gracefully.
Figure 1 depicts a common IoT use case where a sidecar object (running for example on the same
node of the object or on a dedicated external infrastructure) subscribes to a shared MQTT broker
listening on the topics of interest. It has the responsibility of processing the incoming messages from
the associated object and forwarding the output data to the cloud services as needed. It is important
to underline that this approach does not require any modification and change to the preexisting
communication mechanisms and active technologies. The smart object keeps the same Pub/Sub
approach communicating fro example trough an MQTT broker without knowing the presence of the
sidecar entity and its responsability.
Figure 1. Application scenario involving a smart objects with enhanced capabilities through the
activation of a sidecar objects for data synchronization with the cloud.
Figure 2 shows the global architecture of the sidecar object. Main components are the following:
• Smart object module: this module deals with all the interactions between sidecar and smart object,
using several specialized sub-modules (as it will be explained in the following sections). There
may be more than one, but usually te communication is handled by only one smart object module.
• Cloud module(s): those components handle the communication between sidecar object and cloud
platforms; there can be more than one depending on the specifications, and typically an single
cloud service interacts only with one of them at a time. Like the smart object module, cloud
modules contains sub-modules designed specifically to achieve atomic tasks (such as connection,
message publishing, etc.).
• Sidecar processors: those intermediate modules have the important role of “bridges” between the
smart object module and cloud modules; each sidecar processor can handle the data message
flow only in one direction (smart object to cloud or vice versa). They may or may not perform
some operation on messages depending on the use case, but it is important to note that the real
processing must be implemented in specific modules that will be presented in the following
sections. It is directly managed by the sidecar object orchestrator.
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• Sidecar orchestrator: this component is in charge for all the higher level operations regarding
the coordination and synchronization of the elements described in the previous points. It never
acts directly on the data flow but only sends and receives control messages to and from
sub-components; it is also responsible for the initialization (gathering all the necessary startup
information from ad hoc configuration files provided externally) and shutdown procedures of
the sidecar object.
Figure 2. Overall smart object module internal architecture with the detail of smart object
communication modules and cloud communications modules.
The smart object module (left side of the schemes) is composed of several sub-modules:
• Smart object manager: this component is on top of the smart object module managing chain,
and supervises the behavior of the smart object communication manager (see below) and other
case-specific components that vary based on the implementation. It never acts directly on the
data flow but only exchanges service messages with sub-components and the sidecar orchestrator
(which has full control over it).
• Case-specific components (custom modules): those sub-modules are optional, and may or may not
be present depending on the use case; they never handle data messages, and communicate directly
only with the smart object manager. An example of case-specific components are connection
operators, often used inside modules to manage connections with external actors.
• Smart object communication manager: this element manages all the sub-modules in charge of
communicating with the connected smart object, like publishers and Subscribers. Like the other
managers, it never handles data messages but only communicates with adjacent modules using
control messages.
• Smart object subscriber: this “operational” component has the task of subscribing to all the smart
object topics specified in the sidecar object configuration, forwarding the incoming messages to
the designated sidecar processor performing little or no processing on the aforesaid messages.
It never has sub-modules, and is directly coordinated by the smart object communication manager
using control messages.
• Smart object processor(s): those components collect all the data messages coming from sidecar
processors, eventually perform an additional processing (defined by specific policies), and then
forward the result to the smart object publisher; in most cases there is one smart object processor
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for each topic of interest. Like other operational modules it communicates only with the manager
that coordinates its behavior, which in this case is the smart object manager.
• Smart object publisher: this module publishes all the messages coming from the smart object
processors to the smart object, and its implementation strictly depends on the scenario it is
operating in. It also has the fundamental function of handling all the mechanisms inherent to the
recovery of data messages in case of errors or faults (as will be detailed in the following sections);
it is directly coordinated by the smart object communication manager.
The structure of a typical cloud module (right side of the schemes) is shown in Figure 2; as stated
before, a sidecar object can have more than one cloud module, and in this section it is described the
general structure that must be common for all of them. The structure is specular to the one seen for the
smart object module:
• Cloud module manager: this component is on top of the cloud module managing chain,
and supervises the behavior of the cloud communication manager (see below) and other
case-specific components that vary based on the specific implementation. It never acts
directly on the data flow but only exchanges control messages with sub-components and the
sidecar orchestrator.
• Case-specific components (custom modules): those sub-modules are optional, and may or may
not be present depending on the use case; they never handle data messages, and communicate
directly only with the cloud module manager. An example of case-specific components are
registry operators, often used to manage the synchronization of the sidecar object with the
corresponding data structures provided by cloud services.
• Cloud communication manager: this element manages all the sub-modules in charge of
communicating with the specified cloud service. Like the other managers, it never handles
data messages but only communicates with adjacent modules using control messages.
• Cloud module processor(s): those components collect all the data messages coming from sidecar
processors, eventually perform an additional processing (defined by specific policies), and then
forward the result to one of the cloud module publishers; in most cases there is one loud module
processor for each topic of interest. Like other operational modules it communicates only with
the manager that coordinates its behavior, which in this case is the cloud module manager.
• Cloud module publishers: those modules publish all the messages coming from the cloud module
processors to the cloud services, and their implementation strictly depends on the scenario they
are operating in. They also have the fundamental function of handling all the mechanisms
inherent to the recovery of data messages in case of errors or faults (as will be detailed in the
following sections); they are directly coordinated by the cloud comm manager.
• Cloud subscriber: this “operational” component has the task of subscribing to all the cloud topics
specified in the sidecar object configuration, forwarding the incoming messages to the designated
sidecar processor performing little or no processing on the aforesaid messages. It never has
sub-modules, and is directly coordinated by the cloud comm manager using control messages.
Operational Phases
The designed sidecar object is mainly characterized by three Operational Phases (Startup, Runtime,
Fault Handling/Recovery and Shutdown) described in this subsection. Figure 3 shows the Sequence
Diagram of the typical startup procedure performed by the sidecar object.
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Figure 3. Startup sequence diagram.
The first operation executed by the sidecar orchestrator is the initialization of the sidecar
processors. In this specific case and scheme they are called message forwarders, since they usually
have the only task of sending messages from one module to another without performing particular
operations. Then, the Orchestrator sends a initialization command to the smart object manager and all
the cloud module managers, that in turn trigger their specific initialization procedures: for example,
subscribers will register to the topics of interests, publisher will prepare themselves to send messages,
and so on. In the scheme are reported examples of sub-modules that can be initialized, but as stated
before this sequence could be different depending on the use case (it will fully be explained in the
Implementation chapter). It is important to note that the Orchestrator forwards the initialization
messages simultaneously: this is possible thanks to the choice of making all the modules separated
and independent, allowing to initialize them simultaneously with a potential time saving in real-use
scenarios (especially with time-consuming operations like remote connections). After that all the
modules have notified the sidecar orchestrator that initialization operations are terminated, a start
command is propagated hierarchically: as can be seen from the sequence diagram, this operation
takes much less time than the previous one, as all the components are already initialized. After the
orchestrator has collected all the start completed notifications coming from modules and sub-modules,
the sidecar object is ready to begin the data message handling.
The second phase denoted as “runtime” is shown in Figure 4. First of all, it is important to
specify that this diagram depicts the forwarding of a message from the smart object to the cloud,
but the exact same mechanism applies for messages coming from the cloud and directed to the smart
object. The first step is obviously the reception of the message by the Subscriber, that has registered to
the topics of interest in the initialization phase; then, the message is sent to the appropriate sidecar
processor (in this particular case a simple forwarder), that in turn forwards it to the specific Message
Processor of the “destination” module. In this case the processor, without performing any particular
operation, simply passes the message to the publisher, that takes care of sending the message to the
designed destination. An important constraint that must be applied during implementation concerns
the queuing mechanism: each module in charge of handling data messages must have its own separate
queue with fair order policies and synchronization measures, in order to ensure the correct elaboration
of each single message avoiding concurrency and fairness problems. In this example we exclude the
occurrence of faults during the message handling, whose relative cases will be specifically analyzed in
one of the following sections.
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Figure 4. Data messages handling in the case of simple forwarding.
Figure 5 depicts a more complex data message handling during the Runtime phase. It is easy to
see that the operation chain is the same seen in the previous case until the message reaches the module
processor, but in this case the behavior of the latter is to send only one message every three received;
the publisher then receives only the messages that must be effectively sent to the designed destination.
This behavior is a good example of isolation between modules: the publisher has no knowledge
of how messages are processed in the previous steps, but is only focused on its main task of
sending messages.
It is also important to note that the way in which the processor acts on the incoming messages is
ruled by specific custom update policies, that can be defined at will during implementation following
case-specific criteria.
Figure 5. Data messages handling with intermediate processing.
In Figure 6 is reported the sequence diagram of the standard fault handling and recovery
mechanism: this procedure can be extended to comply with specific requirements, but the base
structure must always be the same.
Figure 6. Fault handling and recovery mechanism.
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For this example, we introduce the connection operator: this component, often present in practical
implementations, has the main task of monitoring the network connection, eventually trying to recover
the connectivity in case of faults. It is important to point out that faults can be detected by any of the
modules present in the sidecar object, that must notify the event to their specific Comm Manager in
any case: for example, if a Publisher throws an error generated by a message sending failure, it must
notify that to its particular comm manager, that reacts accordingly. Back to our example, as soon as
the connection operator detects a fault it sends a control message to the comm manager, that begins
the recovery operations: publishers are then notified, and in turn they begin the recovery handling
sorting all the messages currently waiting to be sent to topic-specific recovery handlers (that should be
instantiated only when needed). After that the recovery initialization has been completed, the module
enters the recovery mode and all the future messages coming from processors flow in the specific
recovery handlers until the fault is resolved. When connection operator restores the connectivity,
it immediately notifies the comm manager that in turn propagates the notifications to all the publishers:
at this point the recovery handlers pass back the messages to publishers, following topic-specific
recovery policies that regulates the reintroduction of the messages in terms of time, number, or even
content depending on the use case implementation. After the recovery handlers have emptied,
the module exits from recovery mode and message publishing operations returns to normal, eventually
having in queue messages coming from the recovery handling process. It is worth noting that faults
may also occur during the startup phase: in this case the mechanisms seen in this section do not
apply, an specific procedures are executed depending on the use case (e.g., try to reinitialize the entire
sidecar object).
4. Experimental Results
This section is entirely dedicated to an exhaustive set of experimental test and evaluation of the
implemented functionality of a sidecar object for the integration and synchronization with Google
Cloud IoT Platform. The environment used to perform the tests on the sidecar had the following
characteristics: (i) Dell XPS 15 9560 equipped with Intel Core i7-7700HQ CPU 2.80 GHz x 8 RAM 16 GB
Ubuntu 18.04.2 64-bit and (ii) WiFi connectivity with high-speed internet access (largely enough to
meet the maximum data requirements of a single sidecar object).
In the following test it has also been used a Mosquitto MQTT Broker, running in a local docker
container, and a custom Java program that emulated the behaviors of a real smart object in terms of
data generation. The section explains minutely all the tests performed (considering and averaging
through multiple runs for each configuration) on the sidecar object, analyzing and motivating in-depth
the obtained results. The metrics that will used are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Experimental evaluation’s metrics.
Metrics Dimension Description
Startup Time [ms]
Time in milliseconds required by the sidecar object and its
internal components to startup
Message pass-through delay [ms]
The pass-through delay as the time elapsed between the
arrival of the message inside the SmartObjectSubscriber
and the execution of the asynchronous publish by the
GoogleCloud-TelemetryPublisher
Message Ack Delay [ms]
The elapsed time between the asynchronous publish
performed by the TelemetryPublisher and the server
acknowledgment of that specific publish
Queues Sizes Adimensional
Outbound and Recovery Queues sizes, for the Telemetry
Message Recovery tests
Heap Memory Size [MBytes] Allocated memory for the Java Heap
Heap Memory Usage [MBytes] User memory of the allocated Java Heap
CPU Usage Percentage Adimensional Percentage of used CPU by the object
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4.1. Initialization and Start Times
The first set of experimental tests measures the required time to initialize and start the sidecar
object and all its inner components associated to five full processing chains (corresponding to five
MQTT topics) that has to be synchronized with the cloud.
Figure 7a shows the initialization times of the higher level components of the sidecar object.
The GoogleCloudModuleManager is the component that needs more time to be initialized since the
communications between sidecar object and cloud is performed through the internet connectivity
instead of a local communication. The five SidecarForwarders on the contrary have a limited influence
on the overall startup time, as proof that the structures adopted during implementation add an
extremely low overhead to startup times. It is important to note that the sum of the startup times
showed in the graph is not equal to the total sidecar object startup time, as the initialization of
GoogleCloudModuleManager and SmartObjectModuleManager (as explained in the Implementation
section) is performed on separated threads running in parallel; the average startup time of the entire
sidecar object resulting from the tests is 1229.8 ms, with a standard deviation of 178 ms. In Figure 7b
are reported the results relative to the starting times of the same components.
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Figure 7. (a) Sidecar object modules initialization times; (b) sidecar object modules start times; (c) smart
object modules initialization times; (d) smart object modules start times; (e) Google Cloud Modules
initialization times; (f) Google Cloud Modules start times; (g) Google Cloud Communication Modules
initialization times and (h) smart object modules start times.
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As expected, starting times were significantly lower than the startup times, since they are
associated only the startup of Java Threads for each component. In Figure 7c are shown the results
related to the initialization times of the inner modules of the smart object module.
The SmartObjectConnectionOperator took much more time to be initialized compared with the
SmartObjectSubscriber, since it had to setup the secure connection through the use of cryptographic
keys. Figure 7d depicts start times of the same components.
Considering that both SmartObjectConnectionOperator and SmartObjectSubscriber ran on
a single thread, the startup times were extremely low (∼1 ms) Figure 7e shows the initialization times
of the GoogleCloudModule submodules. Presented results show that, as expected, the communication
manager had the most relevant impact on the overall timing due to the remote connection with the
cloud services. On the other hand the initialization of internal and local components (such the five
MessageProcessors in this case) is barely perceptible.
For completeness, in Figure 7f are reported the start times relative to the last components analyzed.
As for the other cases analyzed, starting times are much lower of initialization times, as consequence
of the implementation choices made. The last (and probably more significant) test results are related
to the inner components of the GoogleCloudCommManager: in Figure 7g are detailed the initialization
times of such components. As expected, RegistryOperator and ConnectionOperator are the most
expensive in terms of initialization. It is also important to note that those two modules run sequentially,
as the RegistryOperator must be necessarily executed before the MQTT connection with the Google
Cloud API. Figure 7h confirms that the starting times of the components inside the Google Cloud
Communication Module are in line with the results registered for previous submodules.
4.2. Telemetry Messages Pass-Through and Ack Delays
This set of tests has the goal of better understand and analyze how the sidecar objects behaves
sending telemetry messages and data under different conditions and configurations. The first set
of tests has been focused on the evaluation of the performance as function of the message rate.
Evaluated rates follow the throughput limits imposed by the Google Cloud Platform on the maximum
throughput allowed for a single device. The experimental setup configuration takes into account:
(i) one full message processing chain (corresponding to one MQTT topic from smart object to the cloud);
(ii) 1000 message sent for each run; (iii) a messages payload size of 1 KB and 5 KB and (iv) multiple
message rates (5, 10, 30, 50, 70 and 100 messages per second). Source messages have been sent by
a custom Java program emulating a real smart object at fixed rate with the target specified payload
size. Figure 8a shows the pass-through delays emerging from the tests described above.
These results show that the sidecar object behaves well even with higher message rates without
performance degradations. The payload size does not have relevant influence on the results. Figure 8b
reports the results relative to ack delays under the same conditions, the delays are significantly higher
compared to the previous ones since the ack delay measures the round-trip time of a single telemetry
message transmitted through the internet. Furthermore, the most interesting aspect emerging is that
even at high rates the cloud maintains a constant responsiveness without signs of performance
degradations, proving how both sidecar object and Google Cloud platform are able to support
high-frequency message exchange. The second set of tests focuses on the ack delay when the
throughput limit imposed by the Google Cloud Platform is exceeded: such tests are performed
using a wide range of throughput values.
Figure 8c shows the ack delays as a function of different Throughputs. As expected the graph
highlights good performances and low delays with several message throughputs within the threshold
of Google Cloud platform (512 KB/s). Exceeding this limit we have and expected increasing of the
delay and in order to better understand the Google Cloud Platform behavior an additional set of tests
has been performed by using using throughput values of 480, 800, 1200 and 1600 KB/s. Figure 8d
shows the ack delays emerging from the tests using parameters previously mentioned. The sidecar
object performs well with the 480 KB/s throughput (that is near the limit of 512 KB/s), with ack delays
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aligning with the ones registered in the the previous tests. Furthermore, the obtained results with the
three values exceeding the limit show how the Google Cloud Platform behaves when a device exceeds
the maximum throughput rate. Incoming messages are not discarded, but queued internally and
elaborated as soon as possible returning the ack message only when the message has been effectively
ingested by the platform.
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Figure 8. (a) Telemetry messages pass-through delay average; (b) telemetry messages ack delay
average; (c) telemetry messages ack delay average; (d) telemetry messages ack delay; (e) telemetry
messages pass-through delays; (f) telemetry messages ack delays.
The last tests associate to telemetry performance evaluation have been performed executing
a longer run (30 min) in order to evaluate check the sidecar object behavior over time. The experiment
is associate with: (i) 1 full message processing chain (from smart object to the cloud); (ii) 18,000 messages
sent; (iii) 10 messages per second and (iv) message payload size of 4 KB. Figure 8e,f show the results
related to pass-through and ack delays. Both graphs show that the results of the previous tests
(obtained from shorter runs) are confirmed, as the sidecar object maintains the same performances
even with significantly longer execution times.
4.3. State Messages Pass-Through Delay and Queue Sizes
This additional group of tests and analysis has been designed in order to analyze the behavior of
the sidecar object related to the publishing of state messages coming from the smart object at different
rates. The test configuration takes into account: (i) 1 full message processing chain (from smart object
to the cloud); (ii) 300 messages sent and (iii) a message payload size of 4 KB. Messages have been sent
at fixed rates of 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 0.95, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2 and 1.5 messages per second. Obtained results are shown
in Figure 10a,b.
As described in the implementation chapter, the Google Cloud Platform applies a limit of one
state message per second for each device. If this limit is exceeded the connection is interrupted giving
a proper “error message”, and it must be reestablished. During our tests no disconnection has been
registered: this proofs that the sidecar object has never exceeded the limit imposed by the platform.
Graphs show that until messages arrive from the smart object with an acceptable rate, pass-through
delays remain low and stable and queue sizes close to zero. With message rates equal or greater than
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one per second, pass-through delays and queue sizes rise linearly: this is the expected behavior as the
sidecar object keeps in memory the received State messages publishing them at the aforementioned
rate of one per second, in order to avoid the disconnection from the Google Cloud Platform. It is worth
mentioning that the slight increase of pass-through time and queue size at the limit rate (1 message
per second) is caused by the publishing overhead, as this is a synchronous operation.
4.4. Telemetry Message Recovery
This experimental evaluation aims to analyze the sidecar object’s behavior in case of connection
faults occurring at runtime using different types of recovery policies. The experiment configuration is
the following: (i) 1 full message processing chain (from smart object to the cloud); (ii) 600 messages
sent; (iii) Payload message size of 4 KB and (iv) a keep-alive time of 14 s (keep-alive is the maximum
time from the last interaction with the server, after which the MQTT client defines the connection lost).
Messages are sent at the fixed rate (600 messages @ 5 msg/s) with the following schedule (depicted
in Figure 9):
• 0:00: all systems running normally with internet connectivity;
• 0:30: the testing machine is disconnected from the WiFi network and internet;
• 1:30: the testing machine is reconnected to the same WiFi network and to internet;
• 2:00: the test ends.
Start Disconnection Reconnection End
0:00 0:30 1:30 2:00
Figure 9. Recovery tests timeline.
This test typology is repeated for each of the three Recovery Policy described in the
Implementation chapter. The first case analyzed concerns to the NoRecovery policy, that discards all
the messages received by the Publisher while in RECOVERY MODE. The results are shown in Figure 10a.
It can be observed that at 0:30, in concurrence with the network disconnection, the outbound queue
size starts to increase. Around 1:00 the sidecar object detects the connection loss and applies the
NoRecovery policy. All the outbound messages are discarded, and any new incoming message is
consequently discarded and lost. Around 1:40 connection is reestablished and new messages are
published normally.
The second analyzed case is the one relative to the AllRecovery policy, that keeps in memory
all the messages received during RECOVERY MODE and restores them on top of the publishing queue
during the RECOVERING phase. The results are shown in Figure 10b–d. Obtained results show that
at 0:30, in concurrence with the network disconnection, the outbound queue size started to increase.
Around 1:00 the sidecar object detected the connection loss and applied the AllRecovery policy: all the
outbound messages were transferred to the RecoveryHandler queue, and any new message coming
from the smart object was forwarded to the same queue. At around 1:45 connection was reestablished:
messages contained in the recovery queue were sent back to the publisher, which took around 3 s to
handle and recover all the collected messages before returning to the normal behavior.
The third case analyzed is the one relative to the OneEveryNRecovery policy, which keeps in
memory only one message every N received during RECOVERY MODE (for this test, N = 5) while
discarding the others. The results are shown in Figure 10e–g. It can be observed that at 0:30,
in concurrence with the network disconnection, the Outbound Queue size starts to increase. Around
1:00, the sidecar object detected the connection loss and applies the OneEveryNRecovery policy: only
one message every 5 is transferred to the RecoveryHandler queue, and any new message coming from
the smart object follow the same procedure. At around 1:45, connection was reestablished: messages
contained in the recovery queue were sent back to the publisher, which this time took only 0.5 s to deal
with the restored messages before returning to the normal behavior.
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Figure 10. (a) State messages pass-through delays; (b) publisher queue sizes; (c) queue sizes adopting
the NoRecovery Policy; (d) queue sizes adopting the AllRecovery Policy; (e) queue sizes adopting the
AllRecovery policy during the disconnection event; (f) queue sizes adopting the AllRecovery policy
during the reconnection event; (g) Queue sizes adopting the OneEveryNRecovery policy; (h) queue
sizes adopting the OneEveryNRecovery policy during the disconnection event; (i) queue sizes adopting
the AllRecovery policy during the reconnection event.
Starting from the performed and presented evaluation emerges how the Recovery Policy
significantly influences the behavior of the sidecar object, highlighting the importance of choosing the
right policy depending on the needs specific of each use case and application scenario.
4.5. Resources Usage
The last set of tests has been designed to analyze the resources usage of the sidecar object during
runtime. The used configuration takes into account the following parameters: (i) six full message
processing chains (five telemetry topics and one state topic, from smart object to the cloud); (ii) delay
between telemetry messages (for each topic): random in the range 100–1000 ms; (iii) delay between
state messages: random in the range 500–5000 ms; (iv) message payload of 4 KB and (v) test duration
of 30 min. Memory and CPU usage data were collected using the Java profiling tool VisualVM.
The first execution has been performed setting the maximum heap memory size for the sidecar
object at 256 MB (using the -Xmx256m option), that is largely enough for the correct functioning of
the system. Figure 11a,b show the results related to memory and CPU usage. From the memory
graph emerges that the 256 MB limit configured in this test is overabundant, as the JVM automatically
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reduces the max heap size in order to optimize the resource usage; it also important to note how the
garbage collector shrinks the memory used by the sidecar object intervening periodically. Regarding
the CPU usage, most of the measurements were ∼0.4%: those extremely low values were due to the
high computational power available on the testing machine.
For the second execution the Heap Memory size limit has been set to only 16 MB (using the
-Xmx16m option): the results are shown in Figure 11c. In this case, memory available is sufficient to
guarantee the correct functioning of the system: the maximum heap is reduced only for extremely
short times, and the Java garbage collector intervenes at a much higher rate that the previous case.
Despite the “constrained” configuration, the measured behavior does not highlight any problem or
error proving that the sidecar object is able to remain operational.
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Figure 11. (a) Memory usage with the -Xmx256m option (b) CPU usage (c) memory usage with the
-Xmx16m option.
4.6. Constrained Device Evaluation
In order to evaluate the performance and the behaviors of the sidecar object in constrained
scenarios, a specific set of tests has been performed using a Raspberry Pi 3B+ board. The single board
computer was equipped with: (i) Broadcom BCM2837B0 quad-core A53 (ARMv8) 64-bit @ 1.4 GHz;
(ii) 1 GB LPDDR2 SDRAM; (iii) a 2.4 GHz and 5GHz 802.11b/g/n/ac Wi-Fi network interface and
(iv) Raspbian 9 (Stretch) as the operating system. The board has been connected to a Wi-Fi network
with high-speed internet access, largely enough to meet the maximum data requirements of a single
sidecar object. The sidecar object instance has been executed on a JVM running on the Raspberry
Pi board, while an external device connected to the same network run a Mosquitto MQTT Broker
(running in a docker container) and a custom Java program that faithfully reproduces the behaviors of
a real smart object. In order to minimize the footprint of testing tools on the Raspberry Pi, part of the
data generated during the sessions has been collected remotely using VisualVM. This set of tests has
the goal of better understand and analyze how the sidecar objects behaves sending telemetry messages
in a constrained scenario.
The test configuration takes into account: (i) 1 full message processing chain (from smart object
to the cloud); (ii) 18,000 messages sent; (iii) 10 messages per second and (iv) a payload size of 4 KB.
Messages have been sent by a custom Java program at fixed rate with the defined payload size for
30 min (18,000 messages @10 msg/s). Figure 12a,b show the results related to pass-through and ack
delays, while Figure 12c provides a combined view of the data obtained.
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Figure 12. Raspberry Pi experimental results: (a) telemetry messages pass-through delays; (b) telemetry
messages ack delays; (c) combined view of telemetry messages delays; (d) memory usage with the
-Xmx16m option; (e) CPU usage.
It is significant to compare the results obtained with the ones coming from from the tests performed
previous configuration. Regarding the Pass- Through Delay, it has been registered a slight performance
degradation both in terms of absolute value and variance: such behavior was however expected,
and it is safe to attribute the performance degradation to the limited power of the hardware involved.
The same consideration is still valid also for the Ack Delay, the results obtained are totally comparable.
The small difference can be justified by the performance of the network interface used on the Raspberry
Pi that is limited if compared with the one used for the previous tests.
The second test configuration considers: (i) six full message processing chains (five telemetry
topics and one state topic, from smart object to the cloud); (ii) delay between telemetry messages (for
each topic): random in the range 100–1000 ms; (iii) delay between state messages: random in the range
500–5000 ms and (iv) a payload size of 4 KB. Messages have been sent by a custom Java program at
fixed rate with the defined payload size for 30 min. Memory and CPU metrics have been collected
remotely using the Java profiling tool VisualVM running on a separated PC. The execution has been
performed setting the maximum heap memory size for the sidecar object at only 16 MB using the
-Xmx16m option. Figure 12d,e show the results related to memory and CPU usage. As expected, the CPU
usage is proportionally more affected by the execution of the sidecar object, but at the same time the
results obtained with a constrained hardware with a bounded configuration confirm that the footprint
of a sidecar object instance is definitely limited and multiple sidecars can be executed at the same
time. Regarding the memory usage, the Java garbage collector frequently acts to cope with imposed
constraints, optimizing the memory utilization gradually over time without ever exceeding limits.
5. Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper we have introduced the concept of the IoT sidecar object, an innovative and scalable
methodology to extend smart objects functionalities without modifying the original device/object.
Furthermore we presented the design and development of one of its implementation dedicated to
the transparent and seamless synchronization of smart object’s data, states and commands with one
or more cloud or remote services. An extensive set of experimental analysis has been performed in
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order to properly evaluate the behaviors and the performance of the proposed solution (integrated
with Google Cloud IoT) with several setups and configurations. The design and the modular structure
allowed the sidecar object to efficiently operate without the need of being aware of the context in
which it is used and deployed. An external orchestrator can coordinate the activation of one or
multiple sidecar objects according to the current context without affecting the deployment and the IoT
application’s designed behavior. Presented tests show, through the use of multiple metrics, that the
proposed solution performs well in terms delays, overhead and consumed resources and that can be
consequently deployed in several distributed IoT application scenarios.
In the context of microservices oriented IoT applications we strongly believe that this solution will
allow to easily introduce new IoT behaviors and services making existing smart objects and devices
capable of increasing their functionalities, without requiring any direct changes to their original
implementation. This approach follows the new IoT technology trends associated to microservices
and IoT edge computing applications where the operative functionalities are broken down into
small, modular, independently deployable and loosely-coupled microelements. Target applications
scenarios involve (but are not limited to): (i) digital twin [27,28] creation and management where
the responsibility to create and update the clone is delegated to the sidecar object; (ii) an edge
oriented serverless and lambda functions [29,30] execution of management where the complexity
and intelligence is outside the smart object and (iii) IoT container orchestration and support for IoT
microservice mesh (denoted as Service Mesh) [31] where the sidecar acts as inbound service for the
smart object handling protocols translation, access control and additional security features.
Furthermore additional and interesting developments are related to: (i) the implementation of
additional integration with cloud modules in order to support new IoT cloud services (e.g., AWS IoT
and Azure IoT) for smart object synchronization; (ii) the performance evaluation of the sidecar object
using different mobile internet connectivity in order to understand the behavior and the potential
limitation and new requirements related to mobility and data caching; and (iii) to the investigation of
innovative sidecar object orchestration patterns.
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